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The Unitarian Universalist Church of the Restoration 
Minutes of the Monthly Board Meeting via Zoom 

April 5, 2020 
 

Present: Moderator Fern Culhane (FC); Assistant Moderator Stephen Workman (SW); Treasurer Len 
Rieser (LR); Secretary Jane Hain (JH); Trustees Leslie Ferron-Smith (LF), Peter Johnstone (PJ), Anam Owili-
Eger (AO), Bruce Pollack-Johnson (BP); Minister McKinley Sims (MS) joined at 2:15. 
 
Absent: None 
 
Virtual Chalice Lighting: 1:00. 
 
Bulleted Items: Minutes, Reports and Updates 

 March Board Meeting Minutes (3/1 and 3/15): Minutes from 3/1 regular meeting approved with the 
change of one word – (Other Discussion #2) cancelled changed to postponed). 3/15 minutes approved 
as submitted. 

 Minister’s Report: In addition to the submitted report, MS added that he’s still trying new things for 
the broadcasting of the service and anticipates that this will be the mode or the foreseeable future. 
He checks with all the staff, vulnerable folks and worship associates regularly as well as with POWER 
and other colleagues. The church may be eligible for a forgivable loan from the Federal Government 
through the CARES Act or one from the Small Business Admin. without certification. The City of Phila. 
requires a 501c classification to grant monies. BP asked if we should apply for 501c. LR replied that 
it’s a very cumbersome process involving the IRS.  Also, the CARES Act is a short-term thing. With the 
time needed to get a 501c we probably can’t benefit from it. 

 Treasurer’s Update of Current Pledge Drive Situation:  We are 76% of the way through the fiscal year 
and have received revenue about 85%. $26,000, or 15% of anticipated payments, has not yet been 
received. Expenses are at 74%. So far the church has received $149,771. About $26,000 is still 
outstanding. We have a bank balance of $110,000 and the endowment is estimated to be $175,000 at 
the moment. He offered three scenarios: 
o Worst Case: We spend the full projected amount this year and receive no additional pledges or 

contributions for the fiscal year and we withdraw no funds from the endowment. We would end 
FY2020 with a deficit of $41,000. We would have to withdraw that amount from the bank.  

o Conservative Case: Pledges continue to come in but at ½ the amount therefore adding $13,000 to 
income. Plate money comes in at ½ the rate adding $2,100 to income. We do not withdraw from 
the endowment and there is no additional misc. income. Expenses continue at the normal rate 
adding $58,500 to expenses. We would then end FY2020 with a deficit of $21,400. 

o Better Case (maybe most likely): ¾ of pledge is filled adding $19,500 to income and the plate 
continues at ¾ rate adding $3,100 to income. Still no endowment withdrawal or misc. income. 
Expenses reduced by 5% adding $55,600 to expenses, thus ending the year with an income of 
$220,100. The deficit would then be $11,000 to be taken from the bank.  

o Optimistic Case: Everyone fulfills his/her pledge adding $16,000 to income. Plate comes in at 
previous levels adding $4,100 to income. We withdraw $2,000 from the endowment but no misc. 
income added. Expenses are reduced by 7.5% with adds $54,100 to expenses. We then end 
FY2020 breaking even. 

A reasonably safe guesstimate (“better but with adjustments” scenario is $11,000. We could do 
better, or if pledge payments fall seriously short, we could do worse. A gap of more t han $20,000 
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seems unlikely. We had planned to draw $14,000 from the bank as it was. To improve our bottom 
line: 
o Remind people who haven’t pledged to try to do so. 
o Look for savings in operating expenses. Maybe cut back on guest speakers or musicians? Cut back 

on temperature? 
Dealing with an assumed goal of $200,000, we have received pledges at 74% of the total – a gap of 
$52,000. We could probably get by if we received $180,000 without using reserves or impacting 
programs or staff if we could cut some expenses. It may be a year to dip into our reserves to some 
limited extent. It’s important to keep in mind, for the future that a significant part of our pledges 
continue to come from a few large and mega-donors. We need to keep working on broadening and 
diversifying our membership and sources of income. It looks like we can maintain payroll without 
having to ask for loans. We were automatically taking $5,000 from the endowment income before 
moving it to the PUC but none since. LR feels it’s best to stay away from the endowment income since 
the amount we’re needing is small. The board agreed to not plan the removal of money from the 
endowment at this time. 
o The original plan was to have the Board, Stewardship or Finance Committee members contact 

non-pledge units after the drive ends in mid-April. FC: We’re not sure now what is planned.  
SW: Considering the connections the board has made with congregants, it may be better if 
someone else made the non-pledge calls. Maybe swap out with other board members. 

 Name Change Committee: They have put their actions/decisions on hold for now since we can’t meet 
in person. 

 Justice Council/Vigil: The Trans Inclusion Workshops have been hosted in two sessions on Zoom, the 
book discussion group was also on Zoom, and the vigils have been held outside only with attendance 
at 4-6 people. He’ll contact those involved. 
 

1. Tasks and Decisions: 
1.1. Keeping in Touch with the Congregation: JH has created a spreadsheet for each board member 

to fill out and have posted on the board page stating who he/she has contacted and the 
responses. At some point, these will be combined into one spreadsheet for use by MS and 
possibly the Membership Committee. JH will send out the spreadsheet template and another 
copy of the directory. FC: The original plan was that the contact would be a one-time thing but 
for several, it has become a weekly interaction. BP: Should this spreadsheet contain only vital 
information, leaving out any general conversation? LF: Confirmed that there is going to be a 
team (Bob T., Holly J. and others) to create a call list: overall status, a rating system, specific 
need requests, and whether a follow-up from MS is helpful i.e., a 1 on 1 pastoral sitting. SW: 
Three of the people he contacted needed special help to access the worship service. Not all 
were successful yet. Another congregant reported feeling particularly alone – partly because she 
has no internet access. He was contacted by Wilber N. who would like to have more contact 
with our congregation. Maybe others could call him.  

1.2. Budget for Upcoming Year: The finance committee recommends delaying any changes until the 
fall. FC: The decision to defer any changes to the budget was made because the May 1 board 
meeting would be too early to be able to determine what the real budget will be since the 
pledge drive is being extended past Easter. At this point, we don’t have clear plans on how to 
meet or vote. BP: Should we have meetings to satisfy the by-laws – perhaps combining the 
Budget and Annual Meetings or just defer any meeting until we have a better idea what is 
happening? LR: We don’t want the congregation to think we’re in some sort of financial crisis 
when we aren’t. We want to be able to meet in person and so it’s best to  just work with the 
budget we have for now while letting people know that there is financial uncertainty. FC: 
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Working out multiple ways of voting will take time. SW: Try to comply as best we can and bend 
the by-laws for the Annual Meeting. Perhaps we need to have conversations with the couple of 
people who feel we need to comply completely with the by-laws, letting them know that these 
are extenuating circumstances. PJ: Send postcards stating our wish to have the meeting in 
person when it’s safe. We should plan to mail the letter compiled by FC being “Actual and 
Factual” with the situation. The board agreed to mail out this letter when it is finished and the 
board agrees to its contents. FC would love to have it mailed right after Easter. (It is posted on 
the board page of the church website.) Salaries of staff will remain as is since any changes 
typically occur in September. LF: May be best to let people know that until the church body sees 
how to move forward, the best solution is to postpone the Budget/Annual Meetings until we 
can do it in person. This seems like the way to try to comply with the by-laws. 

1.3. Emergency Contact Lists/Phone Trees: Still useful as an idea. SW and AO will consult with MS 
and other possible volunteers to create the lists. MS feels this is an important thing to set up. He 
has tried the ICON call option to contact those without email with a phone voicemail. He will 
confirm that it worked. 

1.4. Zip Code Village Concept: Decision was that we have too much on our plates right now so that 
plan will be on hold. BP wondered if someone could provide iPads to the few congregants so 
they could watch church services? Some folks seem to need a 1 on 1 tutorial to learn how to 
view church services/meetings on the internet (live stream and Zoom).  

1.5. Congregational Voting: See 1.2 above for discussion. 
1.6. Dedicating Library to Dot F.: This was put on hold for now. 
1.7. Building Rentals: This was not discussed. 
 

2. Big Picture Issues: 
2.1. Installation & Sabbatical Information: MS suggested that his installation be moved to the spring 

next year but we could still start planning when things change for the better. BP has moved his 
sabbatical to the fall of 2021. 

2.2. 200th Anniversary: During MS’s off weeks we could consider inviting speakers using Zoom to 
give historical sermons. (i.e., the Minister from the Tulsa church). Right now, planners are 
mostly individuals working on separate events. 

 
Other Discussion: 
1. Zoom Bombing/Updated Security Protocols: The new Sunday Service link has a password embedding 

in it. Other meetings may require a password to be entered to keep unwanted people from 
disrupting. MS is concerned that at some point “church” may not be as important as just staying 
healthy. He’s not anticipating it, but this could be in our future. 

2. FC: Are there things we’re overlooking? If so, contact her. 
  
The Meeting Adjourned: 2:40. 
Next Regular Meeting: Sunday, May 3: Meeting tentatively beginning at 12:45. 
 
 
 


